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Crekeso laser light projectors Night Light for Kids Baby
Star Night Light Projector Lamp

$21.99

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 7T-F6OS-2QK6

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2022-07-09

Brand: Crekeso
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Crekeso laser light projectors Night Light for Kids Baby Star Night Light Projector Lamp 360 Degree Rotating 2 in 1 Ocean Starry Night
Light Projector 8 Colors Changing Light for Kids Boys Girls Bedroom Party Birthday White

【360° ROTATING PROJECTOR LAMP】: The rotating design makes this star projector night light more interesting. Either you want it rotate dynamic or become static, it can offer you an

amazing and vivid vision. it's perfect for kids bedroom.

【DREAM NIGHT LIGHT PROJECTOR】:  Star projection will turn kid's bedroom into a small night sky with a moon and lots of stars; 

【QUIET SLEEP NIGHT LIGHT】: Star Night light with warm white and single colourful light automatically switch sleeping light mode, which gives you a good night rest with this sleeping

light in your room.

【TWO POWER SUPPLY MODES】: The kids night light is supplied with two powered modes by 4*AAA batteries or USB cable, you can easy to take it outside or just decorate your

children’s bedroom. Our projection night light included a USB cable (batteries are not included).

【GIFT FOR KIDS】: Perfect gift for a kid's bedroom or anywhere else you'd like colorful projected stars, moon. How impressive it would be when you bring a projector to birthdays,

wedding, family gatherings or any other occasions.

Product Description

Star Projector Night Light Features:

-Buttons on the Light Base

-Right button: Power on/off

-Middle button: 8 kinds of projection lighting effects.

-Left button:Turn on/off the rotation and the warm light.

-Material : Plastic

-Input Voltage: DC 5V 1A

-Charging mode: usb charging / 4aaa batteries (not included)

Starry Sky Mode

Star projector night light will turn children's bedroom into a small night sky with a moon and lots of stars.

360 Degree Silent Rotation

The star projector light could be a night light. If you don’t remove the top cover, the light will be a night light which gives you a good night rest with this sleeping light in your room.

Sweet Dream Night Light

Led star projector night light lamp will help you accompany your kids or baby and definitely give them a much more dreamlike and incredible star moon world.

Best Gift

Night light Projector is perfect for children to create a pleasant and relaxing bedtime experience. It is an interesting gift for your baby, kids, friends, lover.

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer：No

Manufacturer :Crekeso 
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